-Spindle identification is a difficult task, and more than one sleep expert is needed to reliably score spindles in EEG data. -The reliability of sleep staging may be improved by improving the reliability of spindle scoring, particularly for the discrimination of stage N1 and N2 sleep. -Reliability of sleep spindle scoring can be improved by using qualitative confidence scores, rather than a dichotomous yes/no scoring system.
Introduction
Sleep spindles are discrete events observed in the scalp electroencephalogram (EEG) signal that are generated as a result of interactions between several regions of the brain including thalamic and cortico-thalamic networks (De Gennaro and Ferrara, 2003) . They are observed as brief 11-16 Hz bursts that are distinct from the background activity, typically last less than a second, are maximal at central scalp locations, and have a characteristic waxing and waning amplitude (Iber et al. , 2007) . Spindles are a defining EEG feature of non-REM stage 2 (N2) sleep, although they can also occur in N3 (Iber et al., 2007) . The gold standard to detect spindles is visual scoring by a trained sleep technologist. However, the EEG is a noisy signal, making the process of identifying individual spindle events very time consuming and subjective. Spindle density (counts/min), amplitude and duration decrease with age (Crowley et al. , 2002 , Martin et al. , 2013 , which might make spindle identification a more difficult task in older subjects. The purpose of this study was to estimate intra-expert and inter-expert reliabilities of spindle scoring using EEG data from middle-to-older aged subjects in the general population.
Identification of sleep spindles is of great clinical and biological interest because they are believed to play an important role in development, aging, and diseases of the nervous system. Spindle density (Bodizs et al. , 2005 , Fogel et al. , 2007 , frequency (Geiger et al. , 2011 , Gruber et al. , 2013 , and activity (Schabus et al. , 2006 , Schabus et al. , 2008 have been correlated with both intelligence and general mental ability. Moreover, increased sleep spindle density following learning predicts improved memory consolidation (Bergmann et al. , 2012 , Eschenko et al. , 2006 , Gais et al. , 2002 , Genzel et al. , 2012 , Schabus et al., 2006 , Schabus et al., 2008 , Tamminen et al. , 2010 , Wamsley et al. , 2012 . Pharmacological interventions that increase spindle density have been found to correlate with improvements in specific types of memory (Kaestner et al. , 2013 and spindle density has been associated with selective attention (Forest et al. , 2007) . Numerous studies have found alterations in sleep spindle density in patients with psychiatric (Ferrarelli et al. , 2007 , Ferrarelli et al. , 2010 , Limoges et al. , 2005 , Miano et al. , 2004 , Seeck-Hirschner et al. , 2010 , Wamsley et al., 2012 and neurologic disease (Comella et al. , 1993 , Emser et al. , 1988 , Montplaisir et al. , 1995 , Myslobodsky et al. , 1982 , Silvestri et al. , 1995 , Wiegand et al. , 1991 .
One common limitation in research studies is that they focused only on spindle density, and ignored spindle characteristics like oscillation frequency, amplitude and duration, possibly because this information is more difficult to obtain. However, elegant modeling on how various neuronal networks are involved in the initiation, amplification, maintenance, or termination of sleep spindle bursts suggest that spindle characteristics may reflect an important role in the function of the spindle (Bazhenov et al. , 2002 , Bonjean et al. , 2012 , Bonjean et al. , 2011 , Fuentealba et al. , 2005 , Olbrich and Achermann, 2008 . For example, specific types of memory consolidation have been associated with specific topographical locations (Martin et al., 2013) and oscillation frequencies (Fogel et al. , 2012 , Molle et al. , 2011 . The amplitude and duration of spindles also appears to be important for age-related changes (Nicolas et al. , 2001) , and are altered by benzodiazepines (Kaestner et al., 2013) . The analysis of spindle characteristics requires precise determination of the beginning and end of spindle events in the EEG time series. Therefore, we previously tested several automatic sleep spindle detection algorithms and found their performance for detecting discrete spindle events to be significantly different from human experts. Further, the average inter-algorithm agreement was low (F 1 -score = 32±16 %), suggesting that spindle detection was not consistent between automated detectors (Warby et al. , 2014) .
Identifying sleep spindles is also important because it is a critical part of sleep stage scoring. Spindles and K-complexes are the two EEG features that are used to differentiate stage 2 from stage 1. Despite detailed rules and guidelines however, inter-expert agreement for sleep stage scoring is not perfect. Studies from the last decade report an overall stage scoring agreement between observers of 76-82 % (κ: 0.63-0.76) both in healthy subjects and patients with various sleep pathologies (Anderer et al. , 2005 , Danker-Hopfe et al. , 2009 , Danker-Hopfe et al. , 2004 , Magalang et al. , 2013 , Malinowska et al. , 2009 , Pittman et al. , 2004 . The agreement in scoring stage 2 is in the same range (κ: 0.60-0.72), whereas scoring stage 1 has considerably lower agreement (κ: 0.31-0.46) (Danker-Hopfe et al., 2009 , Danker-Hopfe et al., 2004 , Magalang et al., 2013 . Furthermore, agreement in stage scoring has shown to worsen in subjects with increasing age and sleep disorder severity (Anderer et al., 2005) . Improving the agreement of sleep spindle scoring, particularly in the transition of stage 1 to stage 2 in the EEG of older subjects may be important for improving the overall reliability of sleep stage scoring.
Very few studies have looked specifically at the agreement between human spindle scorers. In these studies, there were between 6-12 subjects (21-59 years old), and at most three experts were used to score spindles. In general, results were consistent with sleep stage scoring agreement, except that spindle scoring reliability in most cases deteriorated more rapidly with age and sleep pathologies. In healthy subjects, Huupponen et al. and Campbell et al. estimated 81 % and 86 % inter-expert agreement in sleep spindle identification, respectively (Campbell et al. , 1980 , Huupponen et al. , 2007 . Using three annotators, Zygierewicz et al. estimated an average agreement of 70±8 % in spindle identification in healthy subjects (Zygierewicz et al. , 1999) . In contrast, Devuyst et al. did not find the agreement in spindle scoring between two experts measured by F 1 -score to be more than 46 % when using slightly older patients with various sleep pathologies (Devuyst et al. , 2011) . To the best of our knowledge, no studies evaluating the intra-expert reliability in sleep spindle scoring have been reported.
The purpose of this study was to assess the intra-expert and inter-expert agreement of sleep spindle scoring averaged over multiple pairs of experts to find the mean pair-wise reliability. In addition to measuring the reliability of identifying spindle events in the EEG signal, we also assess the reliability of estimating spindle characteristics of the events, such as duration. Finally, based on our calculation of mean inter-expert reliability, we estimate how many experts are needed to build a reliable dataset of spindle scorings in EEG of older subjects.
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Methods
Subjects and the EEG dataset
The EEG data used in the study was 110 middle aged and older subjects (mean±SD: 57±8 years, range: 42-72 years, 47 % male). These subjects were selected as a random subset of the Wisconsin Sleep Cohort (Peppard et al. , 2013) , which is a representative sample of the general population. In-clinic overnight polysomnography (PSG) was collected on these subjects following standardized protocols (Peppard et al. , 2009) , including 18-channels in a referential montage to record sleep stage, breathing, heart rate and rhythm, leg movements, snoring, arterial oxygenation, and body position. EEG data were collected with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz and band-pass filtered between 0.3-35 Hz. Sleep staging was conducted using standard criteria according to Rechtschaffen & Kales (Kales and Rechtschaffen, 1968) . In total, the dataset consisted of 400 randomly selected, artifact-free, 115 s segments of stage 2 sleep. Each 115 s segment was broken into 5 epochs of 25 s each, overlapping by 2.5 s. The segments were extracted from the 110 subjects in the following manner: 2 segments (10 epochs) were randomly selected from 100 subjects and 20 segments (100 epochs) from 10 subjects. We chose to sample a lot of data from few subjects and little data from many subjects to estimate both intra-subject and inter-subject spindle variations, thereby getting most information from a dataset with only 400 segments. In total, there were 2,000 epochs of EEG data. Sleep spindle density is maximal at central scalp locations, so a single central EEG electrode placement (C3-M2) was used to reduce complexity and difficulty of the spindle detection task. All subjects provided written consent, and data collection and usage was approved by the Review Boards of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and Stanford University.
Experts
To assess expert reliability, we collected spindle scorings from Registered Polysomnographic Technologists (RPSGTs) who were tested on their ability to identify sleep spindles as part of their certification. Each expert was required to have a RPSGT number, have several years of experience, or actively (or retired from) working in a sleep clinic. Experts were recruited by word-of-mouth, email lists, or via an online PSG forum. Experts received a small remuneration for their work, including gifts or donations on their behalf. In total 24 RPSGTs were recruited from United States and Canada.
Spindle data collection
To allow the remote collection of spindle scorings by the experts, we created a web interface to present the EEG data over the internet in a standardized fashion, as described previously (Warby et al., 2014) . EEG data were presented one epoch at a time with an aspect ratio that is consistent with the presentation of data in a sleep clinic (10 mm/s) (Kales and Rechtschaffen, 1968) . Epochs (25 s in duration, voltage rage -50 to 50 μV) were converted to 90x900 pixel images for display. A 25 s epoch length was used to ensure that the entire epoch would fit in the width of a standard-size internet browser window. Experts were asked to review the epoch and identify spindle events by drawing a box around them in the browser window. Spindles were scored according to a set of instructions based on the American Academy of Sleep Medicine 7 (AASM) standard. They were also asked to assign a confidence score of either 'definitely', 'probably' or 'guessing' to each detected spindle corresponding to high, medium and low confidence (Figure 1 ). Not all epochs contained spindles, and experts could indicate that 'There are no spindles in the image'. The EEG data was arranged in blocks of 5 epochs from one subject, and the blocks of epochs were presented to the experts in random order. To prevent edge effects where spindles fall on an epoch boundary, we overlapped the EEG data between images by 2.5 s, using a procedure described previously (Warby et al., 2014) . To assess intraexpert reliability, one expert scored the same data three times, and a second expert scored the same data twice (in both cases re-scorings were separated by several months).
Assessment of intra-expert and inter-expert agreements
The agreement between two scorers was assessed on a sample-by-sample (each data point in the EEG time series), event-by-event (each spindle), or epoch-by-epoch (each 25 s epoch) basis. In the sample-by-sample analysis, each sample point was considered a true positive or true negative if there was agreement. Sample points where there was not agreement were considered false positives or false negatives, depending on which scoring was arbitrarily selected as the reference. In the event-by-event analysis, spindle events in a scoring-pair were 'matched' (i.e. in agreement; true positive) if the events overlapped by at least 20 %, otherwise an event was a false positive or negative depending on which scoring was arbitrarily used as reference. Overlap (O) was defined as intersecting duration divided by the united duration of the paired events (E) (Equation 1). See Warby et al.2014 for pseudo-code explaining the event-byevent matching:
One-to-many or many-to-one spindle events were not allowed and were consolidated to one-toone comparisons only. If one event overlapped more than 20 % with two or more events, the event-pair with highest overlap score was matched as the true positive, and the remaining events classified as false positive or negative if they could not be matched to other events. In case of tied overlap scores, the temporally first event was matched as the true positive. In the epoch-by-epoch domain a true positive was counted when both scorings within an epoch contained one or more spindles; it was a true negative if both experts scored no spindles within an epoch. Two experts viewed portions of the dataset more than once (separated by several months), and the intra-expert reliability was only evaluated on the portion of the dataset the expert viewed multiple times. Not all experts viewed the entire dataset, and inter-expert agreement was only evaluated on data both of the compared experts viewed. In cases where multiple confidence scores are being pooled (H+M+L, H+M), spindles do not have to have the same confidence scores in order to be considered a match. Thus when considering H+M spindles, a spindle with medium confidence can be matched perfectly with a spindle of high confidence or another spindle with medium confidence.
Report of intra-expert and inter-expert agreements
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The agreements within an expert and between experts are summarized using However, κ cannot be calculated in the event-by-event analysis, as true negative events cannot be counted. Since we are primarily interested in the detection of individual spindle events, we focus first on F 1 -score which is the harmonic mean between recall (sensitivity) and precision (selectivity) and is not biased by TN counts. When possible, we also present κ, which modifies the observed accuracy according to the accuracy expected by chance. Both F 1 -score and κ are symmetric regarding false detections and the two formulas therefore yield the same result for a pair of experts regardless of which expert is being used as the reference. F 1 -score ranges from 0 (no agreement) to 100 % (perfect agreement), whereas κ ranges from -1 (no agreement) to 1 (perfect agreement). When accuracy is equal to what is expected by chance, κ is 0. The relative strength of reliability associated with κ is defined as 'poor' (<0.00), 'slight' (0.00-0.20), 'fair' (0.21-0.40), 'moderate' (0.41-0.60), 'substantial' (0.61-0.80) and 'almost perfect' (0.81-1.00) (Landis and Koch, 1977) . To estimate the number of experts needed to build a dataset with a certain level of reliability, we used the Spearman-Brown formula (Equation 4) (Brown, 1910 , Spearman, 1910 :
In this formula, r is the number of experts with inter-expert reliability of κ, thus κ r is the reliability of a dataset build from scores of r experts.
Assessment of reliability in spindle characteristics
There were two scenarios that could result in expert agreement; two experts could detect the same spindle event or the same expert could detect the same event twice. Therefore, we were able to investigate how well different spindle characteristics like duration, amplitude, and oscillation frequency agreed between the matched scorings. Since spindle characteristics vary on a continuous scale, we use intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) to estimate the reliability in spindle characteristics within or between expert pairs (Equation 5a-b; (Fisher, 1925) In these equations, N is the total number of paired events and x refers to the characteristic of the event. ICC range from 0 to 1 where 0 is no consistency and 1 is perfect correlation between the two sets of scorings. Further, we could calculate the average amount of overlap between matched spindle events, using the intersection over union overlap rule (Equation 1). Events are not matched if the overlap score is less than 20 %, thus the average overlap score ranges from 0.2 to 1. While duration is directly determined by the expert, spindle amplitude and oscillation frequency are calculated from the detected spindle event, and not estimated by the expert directly. Spindle duration is compared between detections on a sample-by-sample basis. Spindle amplitude is calculated as the maximum peak to peak amplitude in the 11-16 Hz band measured in microvolts. Spindle oscillation frequency is calculated from the sampling frequency (100Hz) divided by the average peak to peak interval (minima to minima and maxima to maxima) in the 11-16 Hz band (Warby et al., 2014) .
Results
Data Collection
The amount of work each expert performed varied (mean: 442 scored epochs/expert, range: 5-1946 scored epochs/expert). Despite this variation, several experts scored large proportions of the data and this yielded an average coverage of 5.3 unique expert views per epoch. We restricted the calculations of inter-expert agreement to expert pairs having viewed more than 300 of the same epochs (i.e. approximately 125 minutes). Among the 24 experts, 24 expert pairs out of 276 possible pairs matched this criterion. Experts assigned a confidence score to each identified spindle: H (high = 'definitely'), M (medium = 'probably'), and L (low = 'guessing'). During analysis, spindles were divided in five groups based on their assigned confidence scores: H (including only high confidence spindles), M (including only medium confidence spindles), L (including only low confidence spindles), H+M (pooling high and medium confidence spindles together) and H+M+L (pooling high, medium and low confidence spindles together).
Intra-expert agreement
One expert scored the same data three times and another expert scored the same data twice independently, allowing calculation of intra-expert reliability for those experts. The intra-expert agreements were calculated pairwise and averaged results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 . Spindles were divided in groups based on their assigned confidence scores. Using only high confidence spindles, intra-expert reliability of 64.1±7.7 % event-by-event (κ: 0.60±0.07 sampleby-sample) was obtained. Including all spindles in the analysis increased intra-expert agreement to 72.4±6.7 % event-by-event (κ: 0.66±0.07 sample-by-sample). Figure 2A shows that the average intra-expert agreement is increasing with increasing spindle confidence scores, and increases further when spindles of all confidence scores are pooled (p= 7.17·10 -07 for F 1 -score; one way ANOVA across all confidence scores). Compared to the event-by-event analysis, intraexpert reliability using all spindles increased for the epoch-by-epoch analysis to 85.7±1.8 % (F 1 -score: p=0.02; paired t-test, Table 1 ), but was unchanged from sample-by-sample to epoch-byepoch analysis (κ: p=n.s.; paired t-test, Table 2 ).
Inter-expert agreement
Inter-expert agreements for each expert pair were calculated using spindles from each of the confidence groups and averaged results presented in Tables 1 and 2 . Inter-expert agreements for group H (only spindles given the highest confidence score by both experts) yielded an average inter-expert agreement of 47.1±11.0 % event-by-event (κ: 0.43±0.09 sample-bysample). Similar to the intra-expert agreement, the average inter-expert agreement was significantly different between the spindle confidence groups L, M, H, H+M and H+M+L (p=1.46·10
-52 for F 1 -score; one-way ANOVA across all confidence scores). Average inter-expert agreement increased for spindles with increasing confidence score and was maximal for the pooled group including all spindles (F 1 -score: 61.4±6.4 % event-by-event, κ: 0.52±0.07 sampleby-sample), suggesting that reliability increases as more spindles are added to the comparison, despite their lower confidence scores. The F 1 -score obtained in the epoch-by-epoch analysis using all spindles, 74.8±5.8 %, increased significantly relative to event-by-event agreement (F 1 -score: p=6.5·10 -17
; paired t-test). However, reliability was unchanged between epoch-by-epoch and sample-by-sample analysis (κ: p=n.s.; paired t-test).
Reliability of spindle characteristics
Using the ICC formula we calculated the reliability of spindle duration estimates, as well as the mean overlap of events within an expert and between experts. The averaged results using spindles with high, medium and low confidence scores pooled together are listed in Table 3 . We found that confidence scores did not have a significant impact on estimating spindle duration (results not shown) and we therefore only report the reliability results of group H+M+L. However, the ICC of spindle duration differed significantly when measured within or between experts (0.68±0.14 versus 0.43±0.16, p=0.03; student t-test), showing higher reliability in spindle duration within an expert than between experts. The average amount of overlap between matched spindle events was 0.81 within an expert and 0.75 between experts (Table 4) . Despite these differences in the estimation of spindle duration and overlap, we found that this did not have a significant impact on the reliability of spindle amplitude or oscillation frequency calculation from the matched spindle events. The ICC of spindle amplitude was 0.95±0.03 versus 0.91±0.04 (p=n.s., student t-test) whereas ICC of spindle frequency was 0.89±0.03 versus 0.88±0.04 (p=n.s.; student t-test) for intra-expert and inter-expert, respectively.
We investigated whether the different amount of data (10-epochs from 100 subjects and 100-epochs from 10 subjects) had biased any of the reliability results to favor the greater amount of data from few subjects rather than little amount of data from many subjects. We found no difference in reliability between the subject groups (p=n.s.; paired t-test) suggesting that our calculations of reliability are not biased by the data sampling. Furthermore, we divided the subjects according to age (42-51, 52-61 and 62-72 years) to investigate if the inter-expert reliability decreased with increasing age. We found no age effect on any of the reliability measures (p=n.s.; ANOVA).
Number of experts needed to build a reliable dataset
Using the Spearman-Brown formula and the average inter-expert reliability (κ: 0.52), we calculated the theoretically expected reliability of datasets build using 2-5 experts (Figure 3) . We found that to build a spindle scoring dataset with 'substantial' reliability 2-3 experts are needed. Building a dataset using 4 or more experts results in a dataset with 'almost perfect' reliability. Simply using two experts to build the dataset instead of one improves the reliability by 32 %, and using three experts instead of one theoretically improves the reliability of the dataset by 47 %.
Discussion
In this paper we calculated intra-expert and inter-expert agreement in sleep spindle scoring in the EEG of middle aged to older subjects from the general population. For the intra-expert analysis we averaged the pairwise agreement of two experts having scored the same data 2 or 3 times, and found event-by-event F 1 -score reliability of 72±7 % (κ: 0.66±0.07). In the interexpert analysis we averaged the agreement among 24 pairs of experts having scored a minimum of 300 epochs in common, and found event-by-event F 1-score reliability of 61±6 % (κ: 0.52±0.07). As expected, we found the intra-expert agreement to be consistently higher than inter-expert agreement on all measurements. The results indicate that experts do not agree perfectly with themselves, although they agree more consistently with themselves than with other experts.
We also investigated how reliably sleep spindle characteristics like duration, amplitude and oscillation frequency could be estimated either directly or indirectly by the experts. The mean ICC for spindle duration measurements was moderate (0.68 intra-expert; 0.43 inter-expert), despite relatively high average event-by-event overlap between matched detections (average overlap 0.81 intra-expert; 0.75 inter-expert). However, maximum peak-to-peak amplitude and spindle oscillation frequency can be calculated from a detected spindle event, and our data suggest that these calculations are not affected by inconsistency in the estimation of spindle duration. The ICC of spindle amplitude and frequency were both near 0.9, suggesting that calculations of these characteristics are very robust, despite individual disagreement associated with identifying the beginning and ending of spindles (Table 3 ). The somewhat low agreement on the duration of spindles is not surprising considering that clear rules describing when spindles begin and end have not been defined.
We discovered that intra-expert and inter-expert agreements were dependent on assigned spindle confidence scores. As expected, agreement increased with increasing spindle confidence scores. However, overall agreement increased further when spindles of all confidence scores (H+M+L) were pooled together, suggesting that there was some inconsistency within an expert and between experts in assigning identical confidence scores to the same detected spindle event. Supplementary figure S1 demonstrates how pooling spindle events with varying confidence scores together leads to improved agreement. Our results show that experts identify the same spindles but have different subjective confidence in one particular spindle, thus assigning different confidence scores to the same spindle event. Interestingly, one study in detecting epileptiform spikes (Webber et al. , 1993) also found that pooling events with mixed confidence scores resulted in improved inter-expert agreement, which is similar to our findings with spindles ( Figure 2 ).
Our data suggest that we were able to obtain higher reliability scores because we allowed the expert scorers to use confidence scores, rather than forcing them to use a dichotomous yes/no spindle scoring system. We left it up to the expert to decide how to categorize the spindles within the qualitative confidence scores that were broadly defined as high, medium or low confidence. One expert's ability to assign the same confidence score to a detected spindle reflects the subjectivity in perception of spindles, possibly associated with level of skill and expertise. We found that allowing the experts to assign confidence scores to the spindle detections to be very useful, because it allows experts to identify putative spindle events that may have a degree of uncertainty; conservative experts could take risks in calling spindles by assigning a low confidence score to a spindle they otherwise would not have marked. As our data shows, allowing the experts to use confidence scores produces more reliable data. If we had forced a dichotomous scoring system, we would expect the results to be similar to using only the 'H' category alone (for example), resulting in lower reliability than the combined H+M+L. We recommend that future studies allow experts to assign confidence scores to detected sleep spindles to maximize the agreement for spindle event identification within and between experts.
To our knowledge, no other studies exploring the intra-expert agreement in sleep spindle scoring have been published and so we wanted to provide an initial estimate. We are aware that calculating intra-expert reliability based on only two experts is not as valid as calculating interexpert reliability based on 24 expert pairs. As expected, we find the intra-expert reliability to be significantly higher than inter-expert reliability, but far from perfect. Intra-expert reliability will likely vary between experts probably due to level of skills and alertness, among other factors. However, a dataset produced from a large number of unique experts will compensate for deficits in intra-expert reliability given the intra-expert reliability is greater than the inter-expert reliability. For producing high quality sleep spindle data, we consider multiple different experts to be more important than multiple scorings from the same expert. In addition, other event detection tasks like detection of epileptiform spikes have shown highly varying intra-expert agreement (Halford et al. , 2013 , Hostetler et al. , 1992 , Webber et al., 1993 . Previous studies on inter-expert agreement in spindle scoring have found agreements ranging from 46-86 %. The agreement appears to be heavily dependent on the age and disease status of the subjects. Three studies using 2-3 experts and healthy subjects (aged 21-59 years) found average inter-expert agreements of 86 % (Campbell et al., 1980) , 70±8 % (Zygierewicz et al., 1999) and 81 % (Huupponen et al., 2007) . However, it is unclear what measurements of agreement are reported. One study using patients with various sleep pathologies of age 31-54 years found considerably lower inter-expert agreement of 46 % in sleep spindle scoring (Devuyst et al., 2011) . Our estimate of 61±6 % inter-expert agreement (averaged over 24 pairs of experts) falls in the middle of this range and our range of pair-wise inter-expert agreement of 46-74 % fits well with previously reported numbers of agreement between one expert pair. Previous results vary largely since they are often only a reflection of the agreement between a single expert pair. Our observed inter-expert agreement is also consistent with studies that found inter-expert agreements of 53 % (Bremer et al. , 1970) and 66 % (O. Sherif, 1977) for K-complexes, which is a similar event scoring task to sleep spindles. Other sleep events like limb movements, arousals and respiratory events have much higher inter-expert agreements of 96 %, 84 %, and 95 % (Pittman et al., 2004) . The increased agreement in identifying these events might be due to the events' longer durations, larger magnitudes and distinctness from the background signal. Our study population is a middle-to older-aged (42-72 years) sample of the general population. Spindle amplitude (Crowley et al., 2002) and duration (Crowley et al., 2002 , Nicolas et al., 2001 are known to decrease with age, reducing the signal to background activity ratio of spindles in older subjects. It is therefore not surprising that our estimates of agreement in older subjects are less than previous studies with younger subjects, as spindle scoring is a more difficult task in older subjects. However, assessing the reliability of sleep spindle detection in older subjects is important, because of the possible role of spindles in age-related cognitive decline and neurological diseases (Christensen et al. , 2014 , Fogel et al., 2012 , Peters et al. , 2008 , Plante et al. , 2013 , Westerberg et al. , 2012 .
In the sleep clinic, spindles are particularly important for the scoring of stage 2 sleep. Therefore, we also investigated the inter-expert agreement in spindle scoring on an epoch-by-epoch basis. This modification makes the spindle scoring task more similar to scoring sleep stages since experts do not have to agree on the number of spindles or location within the epoch, but only decide if an epoch contains spindles or not. The higher F 1 -score agreement we achieved evaluating spindles on an epoch-by-epoch basis (intra: 86±2 %; inter: 75±6 %) compared to event-by-event basis reflects this simplification in the detection task (Table 1) . However, we did not see an improvement in κ for the epoch-by-epoch analysis (Table 2) , likely due to the large increase in the prevalence of spindle events when counted by-epoch rather than by-sample (spindle events are rare in the sample-by-sample analysis, but epochs containing spindles are very common in the epoch-by-epoch analysis). High event prevalence is known to negatively influence the κ estimation of agreement (Feinstein and Cicchetti, 1990, Sim and Wright, 2005) .
Interestingly, our inter-expert F 1 -score agreement in spindle scoring epoch-by-epoch of 75±6 % corresponds very well to previous studies on inter-expert agreement in stage 2 scoring which ranges from 71 % to 86 % (Anderer et al., 2005 , Danker-Hopfe et al., 2009 , Danker-Hopfe et al., 2004 , Malinowska et al., 2009 , Pittman et al., 2004 . Our estimate of agreement by κ is also consistent with previous findings in inter-expert stage 2 scoring agreement (Danker-Hopfe et al., 2009 , Danker-Hopfe et al., 2004 , Magalang et al., 2013 . Importantly, the scoring of stage 1 is particularly unreliable. Studies found κ agreements in stage 1 scoring as low as 0.31-0.46 (Danker-Hopfe et al., 2009 , Danker-Hopfe et al., 2004 , Magalang et al., 2013 . Since the presence of sleep spindles and K-complexes are the defining features that are used to discriminate stage 2 from stage 1, difficulties in the identification of spindles are likely to play an important role in the unreliability of scoring these stages. Improving spindle detection may therefore improve sleep stage scoring reliability.
We present the intra-expert and inter-expert agreements using two common methods of reporting agreement: F 1 -score and κ. When evaluating event detections we find it most informative to perform the analysis on an event-by-event basis. Since spindles are of variable length, we cannot appropriately count true negative events (and therefore cannot calculate κ for events). We favor the F 1 -score as a measure of agreement for event detection. Further, F 1 -score has the advantage that it is the mean of recall and precision, which are focused on quantifying event detections, rather than quantifying non-event detections, and are therefore not biased by the prevalence of events in the data. Kottner et al. recommends reporting multiple measures of agreement when investigating reliability (Kottner et al. , 2011) . We also present κ when possible (sample-by-sample and epoch-by-epoch), because it is a commonly used measurement and allows for additional comparison. Additionally, we assessed the F 1 -score and κ agreement at an epoch-by-epoch basis with the one goal of comparing to stage scoring agreement. Although these epoch-by-epoch agreements may parallel sleep stage scoring, they are not a good assessment of the reliability of scoring individual spindle events. It is also important to note that at all levels of analysis (sample-by-sample, event-by-event, and epochby-epoch), agreements among different expert pairs are calculated on different subsets of the data. Not all experts viewed the entire dataset. Therefore, we assessed agreement between a pair of experts only on the data they both viewed; the viewed portion of the dataset may be different for each pair. It cannot be ruled out that some sub-datasets may have been easier to score than others which could lead to artificially increased variance in agreement. Moreover, all spindle scorings were restricted to stage 2, simplifying the task compared to detection of spindles among slow waves in stage 3. We choose to only collect data from C3-M2 to ensure there was enough power to make intra-expert and inter-expert reliability calculations. In this study we have not collected data to study inter-expert reliabilities in scoring slow/fast, left/right hemispheric or frontal/central spindles, although this will be important in future studies.
Finally, we used the inter-expert reliability to theoretically estimate how many experts are needed to build a reliable dataset of sleep spindle scorings. A dataset built from the scores of multiple unique experts will converge towards generalizable and valid group consensus scores (Kraemer, 1979) . We found that if a single expert scores the dataset that dataset will only be 52 % similar to the scores of another expert measured by inter-expert κ reliability. The similarity of the datasets increases if more than one expert is used to build each of the datasets being compared. We found that 2-3 experts are needed to build a dataset with 'substantial' reliability, and 4 or more are needed to build an 'almost perfectly' reliable dataset (Figure 3 ). Automated methods of sleep spindle detection have perfect test-retest reliability and therefore provide an attractive solution to the problems of reliability in human scoring. However, before automated methods can be considered the gold standard method for spindle detection, there are two important issues that need to be addressed. The first issue is to identify and resolve the discrepancy between automated and manually scored spindles. This is particularly important for clinical applications such as sleep stage scoring where there is an important historical context to spindles. While the automated detectors are perfectly reliable, thus they will return the same result each time they are applied to the same data, the validity of many automated detectors against the current gold standard is low, even using EEG from healthy subjects (maximum F 1 -score= 53 %) (Warby et al., 2014) . While automated detectors reliably identify specific events in the EEG, it is important to measure and quantify the agreement with human-identified spindles if we wish to claim they are the same thing. Based on our data, if only one expert is used to score spindles in a dataset you would expect agreement of approximately 61% with another single expert, corresponding to the average inter-expert agreement. Therefore, if an automatic algorithm is compared to scores from a single expert it would be unreasonable to expect the performance of the algorithm to be higher than 61%. However, the reliability of individual experts against a gold standard formed by consensus among a group of experts (in which individual expert errors have been reduced or eliminated), is higher than the reliability between two individual experts; previously we reported the average F 1 -score performance of these experts against a gold standard to be 0.75 0.06 (Warby et al., 2014) . We therefore argue that it is important that the performance of spindle detectors is assessed against a gold standard compiled from the scores of many experts. Second, there are several methodological approaches to automatic spindle scoring and differences in the results of these different methods need to be resolved. The average inter-detector agreement of 6 previously published automated detectors was found to be quite low (F 1 -score = 32±16 %) (Warby et al., 2014) . It is therefore not clear which of the automated methods should replace human-detected spindles as the gold standard, as each detector produced different results. While it is clear that automated detection will eventually surpass manual methods, it is important to first assess the limits of spindle detection by the human eye. We have presented data to help define the limits of human detected spindles to assist with the overall goal of developing reliable and valid automated spindle detectors. The intra-expert and inter-expert ICC is averaged (mean ± SD) across 4 and 24 pairwise comparisons, respectively. Spindle characteristics reliability is calculated using matched spindle detections (see Methods). All reported values are calculated from the pooled group containing spindles with H+M+L confidence scores. Intra-expert versus inter-expert reliability is tested with student t-tests. All pairwise ICCs are listed in Supplementary tables S5 and S6. Spindle duration is measured directly by the expert; amplitude and frequency are calculated from the resulting detected event. n.s.
The intra-expert and inter-expert average overlap and SD of overlap are calculated using matched events and reported as mean values across 4 and 24 pairwise comparisons, respectively. All reported values are calculated from the pooled group containing spindles with H+M+L confidence scores. Intra-expert versus inter-expert results are tested with student ttests. Each expert pair has an average overlap and SD, and the mean of all of the pairs is reported here. All pairwise average overlaps and corresponding SDs are listed in Supplementary tables S7 and S8. Inter-Expert
